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 ORIGINAL ARTICLES.

 Egypt. With Plate C. Hall.
 Palaolithic Implements from the Thebaid. By H. R. Hall, M.A. in

 In the year 1882 Major-General Pitt-Rivers, then President of the Anthro- 1
 pological Institute, published in the Journal (XI., 382) an article " On the Discovery of

 " Chert Implements in Stratified Gravel in the Nile Valley near Thebes," in which he
 described his discovery, in the deposit of diluvial detritus which lies between the
 cultivation and the mountains on the west bank of the Nile opposite Luxor, of palkeolithic
 flint flakes, and noted the occurrence of implements of palaeolithic type on the surface

 of the desert near by. Attention was once more drawn to the subject of the Egyptian
 paleolithic implements by the extensive collection of worked flints from the desert
 surface made by Mr. H. Seton-Karr in various parts of the Nile Valley, notably in the
 Wadi esh-Shelkh, opposite Maghagha. There was no doubt that a great number of Lhe

 flints discovered by him were of late neolithic (predynastic) and even of historical age,
 but among, them were also what appeared to be palmoliths resembling those noted by

 Pitt-Rivers, and after him by Legrain, at Thebes. To Dr. H. 0. Forbes, of Liverpool,
 however, it seemed very doubtfuil that these supposed paleoliths were in reality paleolithic
 at all, and he dated all the Wadi esh-Shekh implements to the twelfth dynasty or later, or
 possibly as far back as the fourth,* and supposed that the patination or brown oxvdiza-
 tion found on them was no proof of immemorial age (Bulletin Liverpool Mluseums, II.,
 Nos. 3 and 4 (January, 1900), pp. 77-116). His conclusions have, however, been criti-
 cised by Mr. H. J. L. Beadnell, of the Geological Survey of Egypt, in an article
 on "Neolithic Flint Implements from the Northern Desert of the Fayum " (Geological

 Magqazine, New Series, IV., X. (1903), p. 53 ff.), who points out (p. 57) that the
 weathered and patinated flints (which are the supposed paleoliths as it happens) must
 be of great age ; that Dr. Forbes's assumption that as both the " pakeoliths " and the
 later flints were found together it is probable that they are of the same age is unsound,
 because, "if a superior quality of flint occurs in the Wadi el-Shekh, I do not see why
 " it should not have been discovered and worked even in paleolithic times, or why

 subsequent races should have rediscovered and worked the same beds, and their
 products have mixed on the surface."

 Mr. Beadnell also thinks unsound the assumption on which rests Dr. Forbes's
 argument that "it is impossible to believe that these-the palafolithic flints-could
 " remain (even iu a single instance) undisturbed from the paleolithic days of Europe
 " to the present time, when the forest under which they were made and the forest soil
 " on which they reposed have been entirely carried away." As Mr. Beadnell says:
 " Is it certain that the high plateau was then clothed with forests ? What evidence is
 " there to show that it differed in any important respect from its present aspect ? And

 if, as I sugg(Yest, desert conditions obtained then as now, and man merely worked his
 " flints along the edges of the plateaux overlooking the Nile Valley, I see no reason
 " why flint implements, dating even from palkolithic times, shoiild not in favourable
 " cases be still found in the spots where they were left, sturrounded by the flakes struck
 " off in manufacture. On the flat plateaux the occasional rains which fall-once in
 " three or four years-can effect but little transport of material, and merely lower the

 general level by dissolving the underlying limestone, so that the plateau surface is
 " left with a coating of nodules and blocks of insoluble flint and chert. Flint implements

 might thus be expected in many localities to reinain for indefinite periods, but they

 * On the authority of the resemblance of some of the Wdil esh-Sh6kh types to flints found by
 Prof. Petrie in the rains of the town of " Kahun," and regarded by their discoverer as contemporary
 with the town.
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 " would certainly become more or less ' patinated,' pitted on the surface, and rounded at
 " the angles after long exposure to heat, cold, and blown sand. Flints that retain their

 " original clearness and sharpness of angles cannot be of high antiquity unless they

 " have been protected by superficial deposits."
 Mr. Beadnell's conclusions are presented in so lucid and convinciii, a manner that

 it seems best to give his ipsissimna verba. They are entirely in favolur of the Egyptian

 surface flints of palaeolithic type being in reality palaeolithic, yet he does not pronounce

 either for or against the existence of palkeolithic man in Egypt (p. 58). German
 investigators have no fear of accepting it; they have no doubt whatever that the
 Pitt-Rivers fliiits from Thebes and those of palpeolithic type from the Wadi esh-Shekh
 and elsewhere in Egypt are in reality palwolithic. Three articles have recently appeared,

 one by Dr. Blanckenhorn in the Zeitschrift der Gesellscha,ft fur Erdkunde zu Berlin,
 1902, pp. 694, 753 (Die Geschichte des Nilstroms in der Tertidr- unad Quarteirperiode,
 sowie des paldolitischen Manschen in Agypten), the others by the veteran Dr.
 Schweiiifurth in the Verhandlungen der Berliner Anthrop. Ges., 1902, p. 293 (Kiesel-
 A rtefacte in der diluvialen Sc/totter- Terrasse und auf den Plateau-IIdken von Theben),
 and 1903, p. 798 (Steinzeitliche JForschungen in Oberaigypten). These relate to the
 saine set of investigations carried on by Dr. Schweinfurth and Dr. Blanckenhorn of the
 terrains described by General Pitt-Rivers.

 Dr. Schweinfurth gives photographs of some of the flints found, and contributes

 to Dr. Blanckenhoru's paper a map of the terrain, marking the places of General
 Pitt-Rivers and his own discoveries of flints, bothi exposed on the high desert suirface and
 from the sides of the grave pits in the diluvial " Schotter-Terrasse." Dr. Allen Sturge
 accompanied Professor Schweinfurth oni one occasion, and identified typical flints as
 belonging to the epoch of Le Moustier. Messrs. Schweinfurth anid Blaickenhorn
 examined the terrace of diluvial detbris in which General Pitt-Rivers had fonnd worked
 flints. Schweinfurth dates its formation to the Second Glacial Period. In it were found
 worked flints of all kinds, as found by General Pitt-Rivers. Dr. Blanckenhorn describes
 them as of the type of the " Pieces tailUes der Industrie mesvinienne Rutot's, welche
 " nach diesem Forscher fur die alteste Epoche des palaolithiscben Menschen, die

 Mos6enstufe in Belgien, charakteristisch sein sollen" (p. 757). More developed
 (Chellean) specimens were also found.

 The dgbris-bed is formed of the stuff washed down by the ancient streams of the
 WAdiyen, the great valley running into the western hills from the village of Ku^rna, which
 bifurcates into the Valley of the Tombs of the Kings, the Biban el-Mulk properly
 speaking, and the westernl valley. On the tops of the ridges separating the various
 branches of the wadi from one another, and on the semi-circular plateau at its end which
 forms the watershed between it aDd the valley which debouches into the Nile valley
 towards Erment, are the remains of ancient manufactories of flints, and innumerable
 specimens of the handiwork of the ancient knappers lying about on the surface. The
 great majority of these are of decisively palveolithic type ; Chelles, St. Acheul, and
 Le Moustier. "Von diesen an Werkstaitten so reichen fHochplateaus rings um den
 " Tlalkessel der K6nigsgraiber, stammt also zuin grossen Teil das Material der diluvialen
 " Konglomerate von Qurna," says Dr. Blanckenliorn (p. 758), and witlh the stuff came,
 ino doubt, the paleolithic flints found embedded in it.

 Dr. Blauckenhorn further thinks, following the generally accepted theory, that tbe
 paleolithic men whlo worked the flints found lyinig on the highl desert surface at Thlebes,
 and embedded in the d&bris brought down from that surface by the ancient streams of
 the Wadiye'n to Kuerna, lived on the plateau, not in the Nile valley itself, wbich was
 still marshy andl uninhabitable, the area of the Libyan desert being in the Pre-Glacial
 or First Interglacial Period relatively well fitted for the inhabitance of man. This is
 the view taken by Professor Petrie (Naqada and Ballas, p. 49), whlo speaks of the
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 high plateau as having been " the home of man in Palaeolithic times, . the rainfall,
 " as shown by the valley erosion and waterfalls, mnst have caused an abundant vegeta-

 " tion on the plateau where man could live and hunt his game." This view Mr. Bead-
 nell considers faulty (loc. cit., p. 58); he minimizes the effects of erosion in forrm ing the
 lateral Nile-wadis, and, as has been seen, disbelieves in the wlhole theory of the paloeo-

 lithic Egyptians, if they ever existed, having lived where they found and knapped their
 flints. For him the desert-plateaux were as dry and uninhabited in palheolithic days as
 now. It is, indeed, difficult to see how on any other theory it is possible to answer
 Dr. Forbes's objections satisfactorily. If there were woods and forests on the heights,
 it would seem impossible that we should find, as we do, palveolithic implements lying
 in situ on the desert surface, around the actual manufactories where they were made.
 Dr. Blanckenhorn does not resolve this difficulty. Yet if the constant rainfall and the
 vegetation of the Libyan desert area in paheolithic days is all a myth (as according to
 Mr. Beadnell it is), and erosion played little or no part in the formation of the

 Theban WVadiyen, for instance, how came the embedded paleoliths of Kuirna into the
 conglomerate-bed which Blanckenhorn and others declare to be debris from the
 plateau brouglht down by the ancient streams of the wadi? This view also seems
 to be reasonable.

 Erosion has surely taken place since the working of the paleolithic flints. The

 surface of the plateaux and the ridges between the valleys shows greatly varied
 weathering, ranging from the orange colour of excavations made on the ledges of the
 cliffs under the XVJJJth Dynasty to the almost black surface of some parts, which must
 have remained undisturbed for ages. It is on these black and most ancient surfaces that
 the majority of the palkeolitlhs are found. The lighter-coloured tracts, where there are,
 generally speaking, no palheoliths, have, then, probably been denuded since the palheo-
 litnic period. We may reasonably suppose the imbedded flints of Kfurna originally came
 from these denuded tracts. This fact speaks for Blanckenborn's and against Beadnell's
 view.

 It is possible that Mr. Beadnell is a little too positive about the absence of evidence
 for water-erosion. The evidence of our eyes is, at Thebes, patently for erosion. Yet
 this water-erosioni may possibly not have been that whichl would result from perennial
 streams flowing down from wooded heights (the idea of Petrie and Blanekenhorn), it
 may simply have been the result of water-torrents like the sels of to-day which fill

 the wadis once in three years or so after heavy rain, but repeated at much closer
 intervals. May we not, in fact, suppose some difference in meteorological conditions
 which would make it possible for sudden rainstorms to occur over the desert at far more
 frequent intervals than at present ? This might account for the " Schotter-Terrasse "
 of Kiurna, and its embedded flints, as well as maintaining the general probability of
 Mr. Beadnell's idea, that the desert-plateaux were desert then as now, and that early
 man only knapped his flints up there because the flint was there. In his second article
 (pp. 801, 812) Dr. Schweinfurth holds that the climate of Egypt in the period corre-
 sponding to the Glacial Ages of Europe cannot have been very different from that of
 to-day.

 However this may be, it would seem that the possibility of the palaeolithic-seeming
 implements from the Egyptian desert-surface being in reality pala3olithic has beei
 sufficiently vindicated.

 While engaged in the excavation of the Temple of Mentuhetep III at Deir el-
 Bahari during this winter, Mr. E. R. Ayrton and I made several visits, both singly and
 together, during our spare time, to the slopes aDd upper surface of the gebel-plateau of
 the Western Thebaid in search of surface paleoliths. We pooled our results and divided
 equally. The accompanyiug three illustrations exhibit a few of my own trophies. Side
 by side, with four typical specimens in Fig. 1, I have placed four English drift implements
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 in my own possession from the neighbourhood of Mildeuhall anid Ickliugham, for
 purposes of comparison.

 Plate C. conltains in the centre two verv typical St. Acheulian pear-shaped weapons.
 The lower one is lighter in colour in the centre than at its sides. This is the lower

 h.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.I

 is

 FIG. 1.-EGYPTIAN (a) AND BRITISH (bi)
 PAL.2EOLITHS COMPARED.

 side which was resting on the desert surface
 when the object was found by me. Its

 upper side (not photographed) is very finely
 patinated but not much weathered. The
 inequality of colour on the lower side is

 due to the fact that the sharp edges pro-

 jected a little above the ground at the sides,

 so that the oxydizing effects of sun and
 weather were able to get at the under-surface
 for a short distance all round. The upper
 of the two implements is finely patinated ; its
 point has been broken off at a recent period,
 and the oxydizing process had just begun;
 the fracture is slightly discoloured. On
 eitlher side of this are two highly-patinated
 and much-weathered implemeuts of more
 primitive type. That on the left of the
 photograph is evidently a kind of adze,
 comfortably held in the hand an(l admirably
 adapted for its work. Above, to left and
 right, are two half-moon shaped scrapers
 of the type illustrated by General Pitt-
 Rivers in the article alluded to above, Fig. 6.
 The implement in the left-hand lower corner
 is broken off short. That on the right
 is an interesting specimen of a convenient-
 ly shaped pebble artificially modified and
 sharpened into a pear-shaped implement.
 The flint of this is naturally dark in colour,
 whereas the material of the majority of the
 Theban implements is a very light-coloured
 chert.*

 The tool at the top of Fig. 1 on the left
 is a scraper, with fine bulb of percussion,
 paralleled by an English scraper of similar
 type. The two next parallel specimens are
 alike trihedral in shape. The next two are
 more or less similarly asymmetric. The
 lowest couple are leaf-sbaped specimens,
 the Egyptian (oti the left) being strougly
 patinated.

 The third illustration (Fig. 2) shows some iuteresting smaller specimens, the larger
 leaf-shaped one above bas little weathering or patina. In the centre is a worked ring
 made from a " morpholith " or round nodule of flint of a type common in the Theban Hills,.

 * TI;e natural unweathered and unpatinated colour may be seen in the fine collection of neolithic,
 implements (of the predynastic and historical periods) in the Third Egyptian Room of the British
 Museum.

 [ 36 j
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 figured by Genieral Pitt-Rivers (F'igs. 9 13). It lhas been split in two, and thle lower
 side (showvn) has its inner edge carefully smoothed or bevelled. I may compare a stone
 ring from Kent's Cavern, figured by Sir John Evans iu Ancient Stone Imiplements ot
 Great Britain (1897), Fig. 384. Similar rinigs are figured bv Schweinfurtlh, Zeits.
 Ethn., XXXV., pl. 14. To the right of the rint is a mtulch-worn and weathered scraper
 of early type. On the assumption (which is probably to be rejected) that the
 palwolithic inhabitants lived on the high plateau, and gradually migrated dowvnhill
 as tihe climatic con(litions approximated to those of the present day, the level of tlle
 river fell, and the swaamps dried iup, onie ouiglht to findI the most primitive and most
 weathered implements on the highest plateaui, anid the more moderni ones progressively
 lower down on its slopes and the smnall suibsidiary plateau between tlle brancil-
 wvadis. This does not appear to me to) be the case. The vorn scrnper of Fig. 2
 came from the high plateau, the equally worn and primiitive-lookino adze and triangular
 implement of Plate C. from a subsidiary plateaui, whlence caine also the twvo fine
 St. Acheuil types also on the plate, both of which are finely patinated, w hile the uipper
 onie (broken) is worn and weathered, the lower one niot. All lay withlin] a lhuindred yardls
 of each otler, simply on the surface, whicli is
 covered witlh the sun-blackened rubbish from the
 paleolitliic knappers' work.

 The places investigated by us may be
 noted on rieference to the map publislhed by
 Dr. Schweiufurth in illustration of Dr. Blancken-
 horn's paper in the Zeits. der Ges. fur Erd-
 Aunde. Dr. Blanckenhorn's investigations of the
 surface-implements were apparently confined to
 the summit of the ridge between Deir el-Bahari
 and the Tombs of the Kings, and the path tlhence
 to Deir el-Medinet, i.e., the lowest subsidiary
 plateau. Dr. Schlweinfurtlh has also investi-
 gated the ueighbourhood of the caravan-route
 from Kurna to Farshiut (following Legrain), wlhich
 ruus up on to the high plateau by the side of the
 western valley and the great kopje whiclh hle
 calls " Lucina-Hiigel," and the surface of the
 plateau southwards, as well as the district
 generally speakiog. Mr. Ayrton and I first visited

 a spot, discovered by Mr. Ayrton, on a subsidiary plateau to the south of the main
 ridge and therefore opening not on to the Biban el-Muluk but on to a smaller blut
 lono and winding wadi, which debouchies oti to the plain some distance south of the
 Coptic deir of el-Malkata, beyond Medinet Habu. It is, therefore, beyond the. Kurn,
 or hiigh southern peak of the Thoban mountain-complex, and may be identified as beint,
 below the smaller peak marked in the upper left-ihand corner of Schweinfurth's map,
 antd looking across the great Ermlent wadi, already referred to above. Here our best
 implements were found, including those of Plate C. The desert surface was evidently
 very ancient and undisturbed, everything, limestone as well as flints, being, black witlh
 weathering. I visited by myself the surface of thie highl plateau, going to the summit
 of the Kurn, thence alongr the knife-edge ou to the plateau and round to the Farsheut
 road, passing the tract marked by Slchweinfuirtli as mit paleolith. Kiesel u. Artefactcn
 bedeckte Fliiche. Here far fewer implemenits were to be found, though I secured some
 good specimens. H. R. HALL.

 [ S7 1

 5:~#. a

 FIG. 2.-IMPLEMENTS AND WORKED MOR-

 PHOLITH RING FROM THE THEBAYD.
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